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The geometrical arrangement of reagents is an important factor influencing chemical reactions in
condensed phases and molecular clusters. In the present study, OH buildup times have been
recorded upon photolysis of (N2O)m(HI) n clusters in order to elucidate the role of the cluster
environment on the reaction mechanism. The buildup times were measured for different molecular
beam compositions~i.e., degrees of clustering!. The buildup time changed from<100 fs at the
lowest backing pressures~119 and 132 kPa! to 430 fs at 188 kPa. It is argued that at the lower
backing pressures the OH derives primarily from binary N2O-HI complexes. However, regardless of
the cluster species involved, the fast OH buildup at the lowest backing pressures suggests a
dominant direct oxygen abstraction mechanism rather than reaction via a vibrationally excited
intermediate such as HNNO†. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00744-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important feature of photoinitiated reactions
weakly bound clusters is the initial spatial arrangement p
vided by these environments. Unlike reactions that take p
in the homogeneous gas phase, where all impact param
and mutual orientations of the reactants are equally poss
the orientations of the clustered moieties and the impact
rameters of the photoprepared reactants are dictated by
geometrical properties of the parent cluster. This suggests
possibility of changing reaction pathways in clust
environments—an idea which is responsible for much of
present interest in photoinitiated processes in weakly bo
clusters.1

An intriguing example is the case of N2O-HI binary
clusters. Here, photoinitiated reactions of H atoms with N2O
have as options chemically distinct product channels suc
NH1NO1I and N21OH1I as well as different mechanisti
pathways leading to the same chemical products. A sim
way of envisioning this is to consider direct abstraction v
sus the formation and subsequent decomposition of
HNNO† vibrationally excited intermediate:

N2O-HI1hn→N21OH1I ~direct! ~1!

→HNNO†1I, ~2!

followed by

HNNO†1I→N21OH1I ~3!

→NH1NO1I, ~4!

where reaction~3! occurs via a 1,3-hydrogen shift mech
nism.

Given the complexity of cluster environments, it shou
be understood from the outset that reactions~1!–~4! denote a
highly simplified scheme whose purpose is to provide qu

a!Present address: Applied Materials, 3320 Scott Blvd., M.S. 1114, S
Clara, CA 95054.

b!Present address: Hughes Research Labs, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road
RL65, Malibu, CA 90265.
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tative guidance. Other sets of products such as NHI1NO,
NH1INO, and N21HOI are energetically accessible an
cannot be ruled out a priori. Moreover, species such as N
INO, and HOI may participate as short-lived intermedia
which decompose. However, they require more active p
ticipation of the I atom than do reactions~1!–~4!, and there-
fore we assume that they are of secondary importance
discussed below. The product channels depicted in react
~1!–~4! are inferred from the corresponding gas phase re
tions, which have been studied both experimentally a
theoretically2,3:

H1N2O→N21OH~direct! ~5!

→HNNO†, ~6!

followed by

HNNO†→N21OH ~7!

→NH1NO. ~8!

The primary means of studying these gas phase react
experimentally has involved the use of fast hydrogen ato
Alternatively, the reaction of NH with NO has been exam
ined by Dagdigian and co-workers,4 who showed that the
reaction transpires via the HNNO intermediate.

Based on an intuitive correspondence between the
phase and cluster reactions, the latter can be thought o
occurring in two steps. Namely, HI is optically excited to i
repulsive electronic state, yielding fast hydrogen, which th
reacts with the nearby N2O. From this perspective, reaction
~5!–~8! are the second and essential part of the cluster re
tions. Despite its intuitive appeal, this picture is crude, p
marily because it neglects the role of the nearby iodi
Though the close proximity of the iodine atom may comp
cate the chemistry, we will try to glean as much informati
as possible from the correspondence between the cluster
gas phase reactions.

As seen from the potential energy versus reaction co
dinate diagram shown in Fig. 1,2 in the case of the gas phas
reaction there are two distinct paths leading to OH. One

ta
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9458 Ionov, Ionov, and Wittig: OH production in clusters
direct oxygen abstraction, which takes the order of a vib
tional period to occur, while the other proceeds through
HNNO† intermediate and therefore takes longer. Thus, if
ases due to the cluster geometry cause the system to p
one or the other of these possibilities, recording the tim
resolved OH buildup may enable us to distinguish betwe
the two mechanisms. This is the focus of the present stu

Under gas phase conditions, OH production is though
involve the HNNO† intermediate as per reaction~7!, though
the contribution of this channel relative to reaction~5! has
not been established definitively. Marshallet al.3 measured
and calculated thermal rates,k(T), for reactions~5!–~7!.
They were able to fit their experimental rates with the calc
lated ones over a broad temperature range and found
HNNO† intermediate to be the major pathway for tempe
tures<2000 K. Böhmeret al.5 subsequently recorded prod
uct state distributions for the reaction of 300 K N2O with fast
hydrogen atoms produced by HI photolysis. They found s
nificant N2 vibrational excitation and attributed this to th
participation of the HNNO† intermediate, in which case OH
is formed by a 1,3-hydrogen shift mechanism. These auth
invoked a simple Franck–Condon model in which the2
vibrational distribution is estimated by projecting a transiti
state wave function onto the N2 vibrations. Thus, the differ-
ent N–N bond lengths in N2 versus the 1,3-hydrogen shif
transition state~i.e., 1.10 vs 1.23 Å! were deemed respon
sible for the large amount of product N2 vibrational excita-
tion. This straightforward estimate was able to reconcile
experimental result. However, since the sudden approxi
tion invoked is extreme, the agreement obtained is not c
clusive insofar as mechanism is concerned.

The large amount of N2 vibrational excitation reported
by Böhmer et al. could not be reproduced by the study
Bradleyet al.,6 who calculated trajectories and found consi
erably less N2 vibrational excitation for reactions that pro
ceed via the HNNO† intermediate. This discrepancy remain
unexplained. On the one hand, despite some flexibility of
theoretical result, the theoretically determined PES could
be adjusted to make the theoretical and experimental res
agree.7 Moreover, these authors have had good success
other four-atom systems, and such a large difference w
experiment is without precedent in their previous studies.
the other hand, the most obvious experimental shortcom
~i.e., collisions of the OH! would have increased the estima
of the N2 vibrational excitation, making the difference be
tween experiment and theory even larger.

In the cluster environment, it is likely that the mech

FIG. 1. Stationary points of the HNNO potential energy surface~see Ref. 2!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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nism is biased toward the direct reaction. Bo¨hmeret al. ob-
served an order of magnitude decrease in the@NH#/@OH#
ratio when reaction was photoinitiated in clusters versus
gas phase~at the same wavelength!.5 It was considered un-
likely that so large a change in the product channel bran
ing ratio could be explained by just the squeezed atom ef
acting in the binary cluster.1 The squeezed atom effect in
creases the product center-of-mass translational energy a
expense of product internal energies in cluster versus
phase reactions, and therefore it discriminates against
higher energy NH1NO channel. However, an order-o
magnitude change in the@NH#/@OH# ratio is not anticipated.
Since NH is produced only through the HNNO† intermedi-
ate, the smaller relative NH yield is in accord with th
mechanism having switched to a predominantly direct p
cess. One has to be cautious, however, in attributing the¨-
hmer et al. results to binary clusters, as higher-than-bina
clusters may have been abundant under their experime
conditions.

If the cluster reaction indeed forms OH via the dire
path, it is intuitive that hydrogen initially lies closer to th
oxygen than to the terminal nitrogen. Though the N2O-HI
geometry has not been established experimentally, o
N2O-HX clusters~X5F,Cl,Br! have been studied both theo
retically and experimentally, the latter by using hig
resolution IR spectroscopy.8 The progression of cluster ge
ometries for different halogens allows one to make
educated guess of the N2O-HI geometry. Two isomers, on
linear with hydrogen attached to the terminal nitrogen~XH-
NNO! and one bent with hydrogen attached to the oxyg
~NNO-HX!, are predicted theoretically for F and Cl. How
ever, the linear isomer has been observed experimen
only for N2O-HF,9 and its stability has been shown to be f
less than for the other isomer, NNO-HF. With the oth
N2O-HX clusters~X5Cl and Br!, only the bent NNO-HX
forms have been observed experimentally. Note also,
bent isomers become progressively more inertiallyT-shaped
~i.e., the halogen facing the central nitrogen! as the halogen
becomes heavier. Extrapolating this trend to HI suggests
in N2O-HI the iodine faces the central nitrogen. Also, calc
lations predict that the hydrogen favors the oxygen
N2O-HX clusters,8,10 which makes it tempting to assume th
this is also the case in N2O-HI. Note that HI differs consid-
erably from other HX molecules, having a small dipole m
ment and large polarizability, and we expect the H atom
be highly delocalized in the N2O-HI cluster. Nonetheless
even a very large zero-point amplitude can still accomm
date a preference for the oxygen side over the terminal
trogen side. Such a geometry should favor the direct oxy
abstraction mechanism, which would be consistent with
dramatic decrease in the NH production in the experimen
Böhmeret al.

Thus, the modest number of experimental and theoret
studies carried out to date suggest that cluster-induced sp
ficity is a possibility. This is examined in the present expe
ment by measuring the OH buildup times in photoinitiat
cluster reactions.
o. 22, 8 December 1997
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9459Ionov, Ionov, and Wittig: OH production in clusters
II. EXPERIMENT

Continuous progress in ultrafast laser technology crea
new possibilities in different areas of chemistry and physi
every year.11 Whereas pulse durations of 10–30 fs have be
achieved throughout the visible,12,13 two-color pump-probe
experiments,14 and especially experiments in the
ultraviolet,15,16 pose additional challenges. These difficultie
are exacerbated by the high average laser powers neede
study processes such as bimolecular reactions in cluste
which involve small concentrations and low probability
events. These complications result in longer pump-pro
cross correlations than would be achieved at longer wav
lengths and with high density samples.

The present experiment is a compromise between sho
ening the pump-probe cross correlations and maintaini
sufficient laser energies to obtain measurable signals~i.e.,
typically 0.2–0.5 counts per laser pulse!. Due to photon sta-
tistics, smaller signals result in lower S/N, thereby reducin
the accuracy of the measured buildup times. Only by sho
ening the cross-correlation widths simultaneously with in
creasing the pump and probe energies was it possible to
prove the accuracy of the buildup times.

Despite numerous modifications to the laser syste
since our previous experiment,17 the method has remained
the same conceptually. Reaction is initiated by fast H atom
produced by the 255 nm photolysis of clusters containing H
and N2O, and the OH product is detected by using 308 n
laser-induced fluorescence~LIF!. The LIF signal is recorded
versus pump-probe delay. To achieve the best time reso
tion for a given pulse duration, we simultaneously recorde
the cross correlation. This was used in the fitting procedu
to account for the finite pulse durations and the pump-pro
delay jitter. Accuracy of the method was tested with a benc
mark system: direct H2O2 photodissociation.18

The laser arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. It provide
;15mJ of 255 nm pump and 20–50mJ of 308 nm probe
radiation with cross-correlation widths of;300 fs at the
lower range of outputs and;400 fs at maximum output.

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the experimental arrangement.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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Seed pulses are selected from a synchronously pumped
jet dye laser~Coherent 700! and are amplified in a 10 Hz re
dye amplifier. Spectrally-selected supercontinuum serve
the input for the blue-green amplifier. The dye laser opera
on Kiton Red and DQTCI saturable absorber in ethyle
glycol and is pumped by the doubled output of a mod
locked Nd:YAG laser~Spectron SL903!. Saturation was
minimized in both dye amplifiers by maximizing beam cro
sections in the dye cells. For the same reason, three ins
of two amplification stages were used in the blue-gre
amplifier.17 Coumarin 503 in methanol was used for the bl
amplifier and Sulfphorhodamine 640 in a 1:1 mixture of w
ter and methanol was used for the red amplifier. A 1 mm RG
695 Schott filter served as a saturable absorber after the
stage of the red amplifier. To reduce saturation and impr
the beam profile, a noncollinear geometry19 was imple-
mented in the first stage of the blue-green amplifier. B
amplifiers were pumped by a Continuum RGA-69-10 reg
erative amplifier.

Fiber stretching and compression were used to sho
the seed pulse.20 First, the seed~;1 nJ, 0.8 ps autocorrela
tion width! is preamplified by a factor of 20–100 in a dy
cell with variable amplification before coupling it into
single-mode polarization preserving fiber~3.3 mm core
diam., 86 mm length!. Thus, effects of long-term seed inten
sity variation are compensated by constantly monitoring
fiber throughput and adjusting the amplification of the p
amplifier. The coupling efficiency of a freshly cleaved fib
is ;60%.

The pulse that has been chirped in the fiber is co
pressed in a double pass prism compressor.21 Two more
prism compressors are used to compensate for group velo
dispersion in the amplifiers and other optics, one after the
amplifier and the other before the blue-green amplifier.
three compressors consist of 60° SF10 prisms; since 60
the Brewster angle, reflection losses are minimal. Note a
that two compressors are needed~before and after the red
amplifier! because of the saturable absorber. The nega
group velocity dispersion is partitioned between the t
compressors such that minimum pulse duration is achie
in the saturable absorber. This yields the shortest ampli
pulse.

The 510 nm seed for the blue amplifier is selected fr
a supercontinuum22 generated in 3 mm quartz. As pointe
out by others,23 we find that in order to preserve coherence
the supercontinuum it has to be generated near threshold
the seed has to be spatially homogeneous. Thus, only 20
the amplified 616 nm light is taken and a homogeneous p
tion of this beam is selected with 2 mm diaphragm. Th
radiation is focused into the quartz with a 30 cm lens. 5
nm radiation is selected from the white light by a sing
cavity interference filter with a 230 cm21 bandwidth. Typical
autocorrelations that correspond to 0.5 and 0.3 mJ of the
and blue-green amplifiers outputs respectively are show
Fig. 3. We believe that broadening of the blue pulse as co
pared to the red one is primarily due to high-order pha
distortions in the filter, since autocorrelations measured w
out frequency selection are narrower than those of the
o. 22, 8 December 1997
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9460 Ionov, Ionov, and Wittig: OH production in clusters
seed. Even longer cross correlations~also shown in Fig. 3!
are tentatively attributed to the delay jitter of the white lig
relative to its seed.

Group velocity mismatch of the fundamental and t
harmonic in a doubling crystal leads to increased duration
the harmonic.24 To minimize this, thin crystals were used fo
doubling, autocorrelation, and cross-correlation meas
ments. To obtain better conversion efficiencies the fun
mentals were focused just below the self focusing thresh
250 mm KDP doubles the red beam and 100mm BBO
doubles the blue beam, while 90mm BBO is used to measur
the cross correlation. The cross correlation is recorded sim
taneously with the LIF signal by directing the Fresnel refle
tion from the vacuum chamber window (;15%) into a BBO
crystal. The difference frequency is detected by a Ge ph
diode. To compensate for different group velocity dispers
in the LIF and the cross-correlation arms, a quartz plate
placed in the cross-correlation arm. Fresnel reflection off
plate are used to measure pump and probe energies b
photodiodes.

Clusters are produced in a free jet expansion. A mixt
of 0.67% HI, 3.5% N2O, and 95.83% He is expande
through a 1 mm30.1 mm pulsed nozzle at backing pressu
of 119–188 kPa. A small portion around the jet axis is
rected into a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The cluster
N2OHI1, N2O~HI!2

1, and ~N2O!2HI1 are observed, and th
ratios @N2O~HI!2

1#/@N2OHI1# and @~N2O!2HI1#/@N2OHI1#
change from 0.17 to 0.22 as the stagnation pressure is
creased from 130 to 160 kPa.

FIG. 3. Typical auto and cross correlations under similar experimental
ditions.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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The 255 nm pump and 308 nm probe are focused o
the molecular beam and LIF is collected by anf /1 quartz
lens. A 308 nm interference filter in front of the PMT block
background radiation. Though it attenuates the pump-pr
signal by a factor of 4, it is essential because some of
background signals are time dependent.17 Typical LIF sig-
nals are 0.2–0.5 photon counts per laser pulse.

Since the pump-probe cross correlation is used in
fitting of the data, the overall time resolution is better th
the cross-correlation width and is determined by the accur
of the cross-correlation and the degree to which the fitt
function describes the data. As in our previous experimen17

time resolution was checked by measuring direct H2O2 pho-
todissociation, which is essentially instantaneous at our t
resolution. H2O2 is introduced into the chamber in a contin
ous flow through a separate inlet. Since it does not p
through the pulsed nozzle, there is no H2O2 contamination.
The OH LIF signal in the case of H2O2 is recorded under the
same conditions as for the case of~N2O!n(HI) m . It was
found that OH buildup from H2O2 was best fitted with time
constants,50 fs.

III. RESULTS

Figure 4 shows typical OH LIF signals versus pum

n-

FIG. 4. OH LIF and cross correlation signals versus delay; circles repre
data and solid lines are the best fits;~a! hydrogen peroxide;~b!
(N2O)m(HI) n at 188 kPa backing pressure;~c! (N2O)m(HI) n at 132 kPa
backing pressure.
o. 22, 8 December 1997
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9461Ionov, Ionov, and Wittig: OH production in clusters
probe delay for H2O2 photodissociation and for photoiniti-
ated reactions in~N2O!m(HI) n clusters. The signals rise
monotonically with delay and do not exhibit coherent effec
The pump-probe cross correlation is measured simu
neously with the OH LIF signals and is approximately 350
FWHM.

The quality of the data does not justify the extraction
more than a single fitting parameter characterizing t
buildup. It is assumed that OH buildup is exponential, whi
cannot be justified theoretically, at least for direct dissoc
tion. Nevertheless, this ad hoc assumption provides a m
sure of an upper bound for the lifetime of the reaction inte
mediate. Also, in order to account for the laser pul
durations, the single exponential buildup was convolut
with the experimentally measured cross-correlation by us
the functional form:

S~ t !}E
2`

t

dt8R~ t8!F12expS 2
t2t8

t D G , ~9!

whereR(t) is the experimentally determined cross correl
tion. The fits thus obtained are presented in Fig. 4 as so
lines. The quality of the fits suggests that the assumptions
well as the functional formS(t), are as good as the exper
mental data.

To examine the dependence of the OH buildup time
the composition of the nozzle effluent~i.e., degree of clus-
tering!, the backing pressure was lowered from 188 to 1
kPa, at which point the signal almost disappeared. The
pendence of the buildup time on backing pressure is sho
in Fig. 5. Measurement uncertainties are such that the sm
est OH buildup times~at pressures of 119 and 132 kPa! are
certainly less than 125 fs and probably less than 100 fs
round numbers, we give this as<100 fs. The OH buildup
time increases with backing pressure, which suggests a qu
tative dependence on average cluster size: the larger the c
ter, the longer the OH buildup time.

IV. DISCUSSION

A significant finding is the increase of the OH buildu
time from <100 to 400 fs upon increasing the nozzle bac
ing pressure from 119 to 188 kPa. This behavior diffe

FIG. 5. OH buildup time vs nozzle backing pressure for photolysis
(N2O)m(HI) n clusters.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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qualitatively from that of the CO2/HI system, where it was
found that the OH buildup times did not change over a w
range of backing pressures.17 The essential contribution o
this paper is the presentation of the data and a discussio
possible reaction pathways. Relevant issues include:~i!
which cluster species are responsible for the signals;~ii !
what are the effects of cluster geometry;~iii ! is selectivity
achieved; and~iv! is it meaningful to compare the gas pha
and cluster reactions, and if so, what conclusions can
drawn from these comparisons.

The first step toward determining the mechanisms
sponsible for OH production in the present work is establi
ing the identity of the cluster species involved in produci
OH. Due to the unselective nature of the experiment, all
the cluster species present in the expansion and containin
least one molecule each of N2O and HI can, in principle,
participate in OH production. However, a number of facto
suggest that, at the lowest backing pressures, the OH sig
derive primarily from binary clusters.

One suggestion comes from mass spectra of the no
effluent. Only dimer and trimer clusters ions were observ
Tetramer cluster ions were not observed despite good se
tivity. Also, the concentrations of the trimer cluster ions we
lower than those of the dimer cluster ions, the ratio be
0.17–0.22 for the pressure range 130–160 kPa. It is temp
to attribute the lower concentrations of the larger cluster io
to lower concentrations of the larger neutral clusters. Ho
ever, because the cracking patterns of the neutral cluster
unknown, the mass spectra are only suggestive of a prim
role for neutral dimers.

Another piece of evidence which suggests that sm
clusters are responsible for the low-backing-pressure sig
is the short OH buildup time of<100 fs. This suggests a
direct process, which is more likely to occur in small cluste
where the number of attack parameters is less numerous
in large clusters. Also, energy dissipation and caging
larger clusters would tend to lengthen OH buildup times25

These considerations suggest that product buildup times
crease with average cluster size~and therefore with backing
pressure! in accord with our data. This does not prove th
binary clusters are the source of the low-backing-press
signals, though this hypothesis seems reasonable. Howe
if binary clusters are not responsible for the OH detected
our experiments, the discussion that follows is applicable,
the most part, to those clusters which are responsible for
low-pressure signals. This would be the case, for exampl
N2O2HI produces relatively little OH compared to a trime
such as (N2O!2HI.

Even if OH derives from binary clusters at the lowe
backing pressures, interpreting the<100 fs buildup time is
not straightforward, since the available structural and
namical information is only indirectly relevant to th
N2O2HI system. As mentioned above, structure is inferr
from other N2O2HX clusters and dynamical information i
available only for the gas phase H1N2O reaction. Thus, the
knowledge base for this system is sparse.

Photoexcited N2O2HI is truly a five-atom system and i
rigorous dynamics are to be considered it should be view

f

o. 22, 8 December 1997
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9462 Ionov, Ionov, and Wittig: OH production in clusters
as such. Unfortunately, a nine-dimensional PES is requ
~ignoring vibration-rotation coupling!, whose construction is
daunting. Therefore, we will attempt to first exploit the an
ogy with the gas phase H1N2O reaction. As mentioned
above, one extreme is to consider iodine as a spectator
does not strongly influence the dynamics. An argumen
favor of this is that the experiment is only sensitive to O
whose production is determined by intracluster ‘‘collision
of hydrogen with N2O. Since the equilibrium separation o
the clustered moieties is large compared to chemical b
lengths, photoexcitation can expand the HI bond before
hydrogen ‘‘encounters’’ nearby N2O. In this sense, photodis
sociation and reaction are seen as serial events. The fac
the hydrogen is initially going away from the iodine argu
against subsequent interactions between the iodine atom
the other four atoms.

On the other hand, the rapid OH buildup of<100 fs
precludes the possibility of a strong case being made for
iodine spectator model. The spectator approximation is m
applicable when the non-participating atom leaves the in
action region quickly relative to the time scale of the rea
tion. This holds for CO22HI, where the OH buildup rates
have been shown to be<431012 s21.17 However, it is not
true for the present N2O2HI experiments. The separatio
between the I atom and the other moiety that can be achie
within 100 fs can be estimated by assuming that some f
tion of the available energy goes into relative translation.
instance, with a reduced mass of 33 amu and 1000 cm21 in
relative translation~corresponding to less than 7% of th
available energy!, the separation increases by only 0.9 Å
100 fs. Thus, for modest translational energies, the I a
stays in the vicinity of the other four atoms during O
buildup.

Such close proximity of I leads to additional interactio
during the reaction. For example, there is an attractive
interaction between I and HNNO and the possibility of form
ing species such as HNI, INO, and HOI~either above or
below their dissociation energies! cannot be excluded. How
ever, it is important to note that the participation of su
intermediates is expected to lengthen, not shorten,
buildup times.

On time scales of 100 fs or shorter, there can be
simple relationship between the rates of reactions that
duce OH and the experimentally determined OH build
times. Specifically, the OH cannot be formed, escape its
roundings, and be detected by LIF in so short a time.
example, an OH moiety traveling at 105 cm s21 moves only
1 Å in 100 fs. Since itsA 2S1 excited state can be quenche
by the immediate I1N2 environment, this places a lowe
bound on the LIF measurement of OH buildup times wh
has nothing to do with the chemistry that produces OH.
short times such as<100 fs, the system is molecular soup

As discussed in the Introduction, it is possible that t
dominant mechanism of the cluster reaction could be es
lished by comparing the experimental OH buildup time w
the calculated lifetime of the HNNO† intermediate. This was
the original goal of the present study. The buildup time
<100 fs is shorter than the 600 fs HNNO† lifetime calcu-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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lated by Bradleyet al.6 who used the method of classic
trajectories. This suggests that the cluster reaction does
go through the HNNO† intermediate but proceeds via dire
attack at the oxygen. However, to say with more certai
that the HNNO† intermediate is not involved in the reaction
a lower bound for its lifetime is needed. Simonsonet al.26

performed RRKM calculations and obtained lifetimes le
than 200 fs when anharmonicity was not included. By va
ing the anharmonicity it was possible to increase the lifeti
to 600 fs but it is not clear whether such large anharmonic
is realistic. Another important issue that was not addresse
the calculations is the participation of excited electronic s
faces. In earlier work, OHA 2S1→X 2P emission was ob-
served following collisions of H atoms with N2O.5 This was
a clear indication that excited PESs are involved, though
extent and mechanisms of their participation were not es
lished.

The above considerations lead us to conclude that
lower bound to the HNNO† lifetime is still an open issue
Thus, it is premature to accept unequivocally reaction~1! as
the dominant mechanism, though, of the various choices,
the one most consistent with the available information.

To summarize, OH buildup is observed on a<100 fs
time scale following the 255 nm photolysis of a free j
expansion containing clusters of HI an N2O. At the lowest
backing pressures, it is likely that the OH arises from pho
initiated reaction in binary N2O2HI clusters. If the calcu-
lated 600 fs lifetime of the HNNO† intermediate is verified,
then the<100 fs OH buildup time observed in the prese
experiments suggests that the cluster reaction proceeds
direct oxygen abstraction.
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